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SUMMARY

This study was undertaken to establish whether rights of personality are

known in indigenous law.  Since indigenous law differs not only between

tribes but is also affected by the degree of exposure to Western values, a

micro-study has been done in a semi-rural environment in the Kingdom of

Swaziland to establish to what extent own value systems have been influenced

or altered when Western legal concepts are utilised.  The information,

obtained by interviewing a panel of experts, was compared with the available

literature.  During the process of gathering information, the aims of the

research were not only to describe how the legal principles function, but also

to take note of those socio-cultural processes which function outside of the

law.

Rights of personality were studied against a background of the culture and way of

life of the peoples concerned.  The importance of culture has been acknowledged

in the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, wherein the recognition and

application of indigenous law generally rests on a constitutionally protected right

to culture.

Whilst the identifiable rights of personality may generally be classified according

to specialised legal systems, the separation of rights to good name and to dignity

may be inappropriate in the indigenous sphere.  Dignity in indigenous legal

systems is to be viewed as a comprehensive right of personality, into which

should be subsumed the right to good name and reputation in the community.

It is such dignity, embracing the ubuntu  quality of humanness that is protected

as a comprehensive indigenous right of personality.
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Although the indigenous law of personality is showing some signs of adapting to

new developments, there is also proof that the established legal principles and

human values are being retained.  However, these changes are unique and are

neither typically traditional nor Western.  The indigenous law of personality,

operating in a changing social environment, has to retain its flexibility and

adaptability in order to remain “living” law for the peoples concerned.
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